In this lesson, we asked the question, how would you add 24 + 37 - what strategy
would you use? We listed the strategies on chart paper. This list varies class to
class, but as a teacher, guide students, so that we include the main strategies.
Then build them using base 10 frames and open number lines, so student become
familiar with the strategies on a concrete, pictorial and abstract level.
Example

On our chart of our our addition strategies, the students included: (a. add tens
first, b. start with the largest number and count on, c. changing to a friendly
number and then compensating, d. compensating to change to a friendly number.
Add tens first
a. 20 + 30 + 4 + 7

Start with the largest number and count on
b. 37 + 20+ 4

Change to a friendly number and compensate
c. 24 + 40 - 3

Compensate to change to a friendly number
d. 24 + 37 = 21 + 40

Our learning intention...

Co-created addition strategies.
Context: During this lesson, we used the book, Doggone Dogs/
Bande de canailles! by Karen Beaumont and were adding the
number of dogs caught, or at other schools, we were adding
jelly beans... A context helps students visualize the math!
To provide individual practice with the strategies, students then create a table on
an 11 x 17 paper. They label each section of the table with the strategies that
have been co-created, named and listed on the chart. (See example below)
They then make up recipe cards with "about right" number addition questions
and place the card on the strategy board to categorize or classify them...discuss
why they chose that strategy. We do not focus on the sum, but rather the
selection of the strategy and why it works with these addends.

Strategy Selection

Strategy Selection Board
*Next steps:
Once students have practiced their strategy selection, they are ready to focus on
fluency and move on to larger numbers.... or use this whole number
understandings to parts of whole numbers to build the same strategies with
these numbers.

Adding 10s and then units using
base 10 frames.

Counting on from the largest number
by groups of 10 (10 + 10 + 4)

Starting with the large number
and counting on using an open
number line.

Open number line work

